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Course Description

>  Syllabus is published on Canvas. 

>  Analysis of the concepts of the beginnings of 
architectural form, and Survey of early architectural history    

>  Textbook: World Architecture: A Cross-Cultural History  
by Ingersoll & Kostof, Oxford University Press.

>  Attendance required either in person or on Webex.  
More regarding attendance is in Syllabus. 



The goals of this class are: 

>  Understand and speak effectively about a general knowledge of 
the history of architecture within the profession and with the 
general public. 

>  Understand and critically compare parallel, sequential, and 
divergent histories of world architecture.  

>  Be able to identify key architectural ideas based on form (style 
and design) and typology (type or usage). 

Expect to be challenged



>  Students are expected to attend every class prepared to 
listen, take notes and discuss the history of world architecture 

>  Required readings must be completed prior to each class 

>  It is your responsibility to understand the material.  Be 
prepared to take the initiative to understand new ideas and 
vocabulary through outside reading 

>  Written assignments will be fact-based and relevant to the 
topic   

  

Expectations



Attendance

>  Class begins promptly at 10:00 and ends at 10:50

>  Late-comers will be considered “absent”

>  Class disruptions such as cell phones will result in an 
“absence”

>  Cell phones OFF - No texting - Put phones away.  Notes 
to be taken by hand preferably.  If the use of cell phones 
becomes too annoying, users will be asked to present the 
next slide.



For Friday 21 January:

Ingersoll :: 2-32 and 61-65
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Why Architectural History?



¶ Importance of reading and  
    examining drawings

¶ Importance of understanding 
    the big ideas behind the  

built environment

¶ Importance of being able to 
    discuss with both professional  
    and general audiences 



¶ Importance as a design resource, 
    which we will discuss today

¶ Importance of knowing what  
    came before you



¶ You can always find the  
     answers in books

¶ You only need to know  
 which books to open



Three major categories by which  
Architectural History is expressed:



¶ Literal Translation

¶ Formal Interpretation

¶ Inspirational Influence

• literal copy - “slavish copyism”

• preservation to specific historical date 

• forms and arrangements from the past

• the program and materials can change

• inspiration from the poetics of space

• spirit of the age - zeitgeist



#1—Literal Translations of History



Literal Reproduction ~ Nashville wanted to literally recreate itself 
as the Athens of the South for the 1896 World’s Exposition - so they 

recreated an exact copy of the Parthenon as the centerpiece  

Nashville’s Parthenon



Literal Reconstruction ~ Based on archeological evidence 
yet completely modern version of the first settlement  

at Jamestowne VA   



Literal Preservation ~ This room from an English Country 
House was designed and painted by James Whistler. The 

entire room was preserved by shipping it to the Smithsonian    

Peacock Room by James Whistler



Philadelphia’s PAFA by Frank Furness

Literal Preservation ~ A building preserved in its original location    



#2—Formal Interpretations of History



from  
Stuart & Revett 
(1754)

The Temple of Illysus

At the time that Stuart &  
Revett documented the  
temple it was more than  
2000 years old and had  
been abused and greatly 
altered. 



The Temple of Illysus near the Acropolis
(this is the reconstruction drawing by Stuart & Revett)



The plan of the Temple of Illysus



How an architect adapted the form of the temple into a small country house



Formal Interpretation ~  
B. Henry Latrobe designed  
a small house in the country  
in 1800, which borrowed 
the form of the Temple of  
Illysus near Athens (430 BCE) 

Latrobe gave the forms a  
new program, a new purpose.  

In part, by adding windows 
and a fireplace making it 
domestically useful.



Bank of Pennsylvania



The Bank of Pennsylvania also is based on the Temple of Illysus 
but has large round-topped Roman windows added to it as well as a dome



two cubic pavilions / strong axis / symmetry / water element

The Villa Lante near Rome (1566)



Formal Interpretation ~ the forms and the formal 
arrangement are analogous to Villa Lante—yet they 
have been altered in their their scale, materiality, 
regional spirit, and construction methods   

A Farm in Virginia (1995)

How an architect reinterpreted the forms of the Villa Lante:   



Greek Theater of Epidaurus (400 BC)
Capacity 14,000 / excellent circulation / perfect acoustics 



Globe Life Park in Arlington TX (2020)
Capacity 40,000 / excellent circulation / gigantic scoreboard 



What can we learn from the past 
by analyzing the formal qualities 

of these examples? 

The forms and arrangements have 
been reinterpreted for a new time 
and place.  In some cases, even 
the use of the building is similar. 



Refurbishing a historic structure

1920 2020



My own story about using history as  
Inspirational Influence

#3—Inspirational Influence



Metro Competition 2001
~ my partner and I entered this competition ~

The Problem
(architectural design is always subject to a problem that must be solved) 



 ~ initial ideas that occurred to me were based in history 
and happened to be things that I liked ~ 

The Inspiration



Industrial 
Architecture

Also known as  
the Machine Age 
Aesthetic 
(early 20th c.)



Bird in Space
Constantine Brancusi (1928)

Cross-disciplinary knowledge  
of art history



expression of industrial joinery



logic and clarity of good detailing



I. K. Brunel

Infrastructure 
projects



Eero Saarinen’s Dulles Airport

iconic transportation buildings



Eero Saarinen’s Dulles Airport

iconic transportation buildings



Metro Canopy in Paris c. 1900
 ~ an iconic work by Hector Guimard ~  



Bronze and glass canopies a part of Paris metro system (1900)



The concrete vaults of the existing DC Metro system
Harry Weese & Associates



I knew of all these examples and 
I was inspired by the strength of the 

forms and what they connoted.

These were inspirational.



But most specifically, I was thinking  
about these two works and creating 

a spirited form for our own age:



John Soane’s 
Breakfast Room Ceiling  

Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London

This form is called a  
sail vault 



The Paris Grain 
Market in 1786

He called it: “The most  
superb thing on earth…”

Thomas Jefferson 
was obsessed with  
the brilliant light of 
glass roofs because 
he had seen one in 
Paris at the grain  
market



He anonymously submitted a design for the competition 
to build the White House and it included a glass roof



The Solution
To the Metro Canopy Competition



My first sketch was a glass sail vault



Stage One of the Competition



Stage Two of the Competition



Our design won first place in the international competition



The biggest canopy is at Dupont Circle in Washington DC. 
It will be a glass dome 90 feet in diameter 



The underlying geometry  



50 canopies have been built to date 
around Washington…

But have they become iconic?



Did our canopy design reach iconic status?

Museums



Did our canopy design reach iconic status?

Crowds



Did our canopy design reach iconic status?

Part of the city



A place to wait and relax



Computer image of what the canopy will look like 
on the National Mall in Washington DC



Computer image of what the canopy will look like 
on the National Mall in Washington DC



Heck yeah - it even appeared in a computer game!
(Division 2 by Tom Clancy)



To reiterate:



¶ Literal Translation

¶ Formal Interpretation

¶ Inspirational Influence

• literal copy - “slavish copyism”

• preservation to specific historical date 

• forms and arrangements from the past

• the program and materials can change

• inspiration from the poetics of space

• spirit of the age - zeitgeist



understand your history ~ 
it’s worth it!

I offer this last story as a way of illustrating that 
knowledge and understanding of 
history of the built environment  

is a powerful tool for the architect 



end


